Somewhere , anywhere, nowhere
We use (( somewhere , anywhere , nowhere)) for places
AFFIRMATIVE: Somewhere: He must be somewhere.
NEGATIVE: Anywhere , Nowhere :There’s nowhere interesting to go
around here. You can’t buy the book anywhere else.
INTERROGATIVE: Anywhere : Is there a post office anywhere near here?
EXERCISES

I saw your glasses ……………. downstairs.( anywhere , somewhere)
Let’s go …………..else.( anywhere , somewhere)
There is …………… I can go. ( anywhere , nowhere)
I think they went ………………else.( anywhere, somewhere)
They moved to …………….. in IRAN.( anywhere , somewhere)
I can’t find my razor ……………(nowhere , anywhere)
I have ………….. to live . (anywhere , nowhere)
Can you see my cell phone ………………( somewhere , anywhere)
Are you going ………………(anywhere , somewhere) this summer?
There is …………………….to stay in this city! ( anywhere , nowhere)
They live …………………….. near Tehran.(anywhere , somewhere)
Have you been …………………….else? ( somewhere , anywhere)
At last we found …………………to park the car.(anywhere , somewhere)
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SOMEBODY, ANYBODY, NOBODY
1.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Complete the sentences with SOMEBODY, ANYBODY or NOBODY

There is ______________ in the classroom.
There isn’t ______________ in the garden.
There is ______________ at school at this time of the day. It’s closed.
Who are you going to visit? I’m going to visit ________________. But, it’s a secret!
What’s happening? I don’t know. ______________ knows.
Do you know_______________ in Rio de Janeiro?
Who did you meet? ________________. The party was over.
I’m lonely. I don’t have ______________ to talk to.

SOMETHING, ANYTHING, NOTHING
2.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Complete the sentences with SOMETHING, ANYTHING or NOTHING

It’s too dark. I can’t see __________________.
What did Jane say? ______________. She didn’t say _______________.
I want ____________ to drink. I’m thirsty.
This bag is empty. There is _______________ in it!
There is _______________ to do this city! I’m bored.
I want to read _____________ about Steve Jobs. I’ll buy a book about him.
Do you know _______________ about insects?
Children need ______________ to do or to play with.

EVERYBODY, EVERYTHING, EVERYWHERE
3. Complete the sentence with EVERYBODY, EVERYTHING or EVERYWHERE:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

____________________ needs friends.
Tim knows ___________________ about computers.
He goes ________________ with his motorcycle. He never drives his car.
I like all the people in this room. ___________________ is friendly.
This hotel is comfortable and ________________ is clean.
Let’s have breakfast. ________________ woke up hungry!
Gabriel’s room is a mess. There are clothes ____________________.
You are right. ______________ you said about Chris is true.

ANSWERS
1. Complete the sentences with SOMEBODY, ANYBODY or NOBODY
There is SOMEBODY in the classroom.
There isn’t ANYBODY in the garden.
There is NOBODY at school at this time of the day. It’s closed.
Who are you going to visit? I’m going to visit SOMEBODY. But, it’s a secret!!
What’s happening? I don’t know. NOBODY knows.
Do you know ANYBODY in Rio de Janeiro?
Who did you meet? NOBODY. The party was over.
I’m lonely. I don’t have ANYBODY to talk to.

2. Complete the sentences with SOMETHING, ANYTHING or NOTHING
It’s too dark. I can’t see ANYTHING.
What did Jane say? NOTHING. She didn’t say ANYTHING.
I want SOMETHING to drink. I’m thirsty.
This bag is empty. There is NOTHING in it!
There is NOTHING to do this city! I’m bored.
I want to read SOMETHING about Steve Jobs. I’ll buy a book about him.
Do you know ANYTHING about insects?
Children need SOMETHING to do or to play with.

3. Complete the sentence with EVERYBODY, EVERYTHING or EVERYWHERE:
EVERYBODY needs friends.
Tim knows EVERYTHING about computers.
He goes EVERYWHERE with his motorcycle. He never drives his car.
I like all the people in this room. EVERYBODY is friendly.
This hotel is comfortable and EVERYTHING is clean.
Let’s have breakfast. EVERYBODY woke up hungry!
Gabriel’s room is a mess. There are clothes EVERYWHERE.
You are right. EVERYTHING you said about Chris is true.

I.

Fill the gaps with: somebody, anybody, nobody, something, anything and nothing.

1 I can hear ______________ at the door.
2 Does ______________ want to go to the cinema.
3 A: What are you doing on Saturday?
B: ______________ .
4 "Can ______________ tell me the capital of Mongolia?"
5 "Would you like ______________ to eat?"
6 The film was in German so I couldn't understand ______________ they said.
7 I'm sad because ______________ remembered my birthday.
8 As it's your birthday you can order ______________ you like from the menu.
9 Oh no! ______________'s eaten my chocolate mousse. Swine!
10 Poor thing! We have to do ______________ to help.

II. Somebody/ something - Complete the sentences.
1. There is _____________________________ strange in the kitchen
2. There is _____________________________ in the garden, can be a burglar
3. Look , I have _____________________________ for you!!
4. I have got _____________________________ in my eye
5. He is playing _____________________________ on the piano.
6. _____________________________ has just knocked at the door.
7. I met _____________________________ yesterday.
8. There is _____________________________ strange on the roof ! A bird?
9. Tomorrow _____________________________ will come home.
10. _____________________________ has just spoken to me

